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A large body of evidence has been generated in

support of the use of myocardial perfusion imaging

(MPI), in the diagnostic and prognostic assessment of

patients with suspected coronary artery disease

(CAD).1–5 In principle, stress MPI is best suited for

patients with intermediate likelihood of CAD. However,

over the past two decades, the prevalence of ischemia in

patients without established CAD has dramatically

declined.6 Therefore, as patients with lower probability

of CAD are being tested, the prognostic and diagnostic

utility of stress MPI is expected to be diminished.3,7,8

Importantly, MPI provides no insight into non-flow

limiting plaques. On the other hand, the coronary artery

calcium score (CACS) is an excellent anatomic measure

of atherosclerotic plaque burden and is a well-estab-

lished risk predictor.9,10 CACS of zero is a powerful

negative risk marker with a long-term warranty period in

asymptomatic patients. Although non-calcified plaque is

observed in 1%-2% of symptomatic patients with CACS

of 0, their prognosis remains excellent.11 In contrast,

Agatston CACS C 1,000 is associated with high hazard

of cardiovascular events approaching the risk of patients

with established CAD.12 Engbers et al demonstrated that

the frequency of an abnormal MPI was greater in

patients with high CACS, as patients with a CACS

C1000 were roughly five times more likely to have

abnormal MPI compared with those with CACS of zero.

In fact, CACS C 1,000 appeared to be an even greater

predictor for future events than a large perfusion defect

(HR 7.57 vs 3.74, respectively). While there is evident

association between increasing CACS and abnormal

MPI, each represents a different aspect of the disease

process; i.e. coronary atherosclerosis versus myocardial

perfusion.13 Importantly, CACS cannot reliably serve as

a diagnostic tool for obstructive CAD in symptomatic

subjects, as the correlation between CACS and luminal

stenosis is poor.13 On the other hand, while MPI has its

shortcomings, CACS can identify subclinical or exten-

sive disease in patients with suspected CAD. Clearly,

CACS and MPI provide complementary information and

it is only logical to leverage their combined strengths.

Indeed, with the widespread use of hybrid SPECT/CT

and PET/CT, it is possible to acquire both MPI and

CACS in a single session. The addition of CACS to MPI

in patients undergoing SPECT/CT or PET/CT only adds

1-2 minutes of scan time, minimal cost, and 1.0-

1.5 mSv effective dose of radiation exposure. The

question is whether combining MPI and CACS data will

result in an incremental diagnostic and prognostic value.

Moreover, how can we practically integrate MPI and

CACS data to guide subsequent treatment decisions?

In this issue of the journal, Sharma et al analyzed

655 symptomatic patients who underwent pharmaco-

logic stress SPECT-MPI and CACS and were followed

for a mean of 2.5 years for all-cause death, myocardial

infarction, and coronary revascularization.14 As was

observed in prior studies,13 the magnitude of CACS

correlated with the frequency of abnormal MPI (total

perfusion deficit[ 5%). The authors identified a CACS

of C 216 as a critical threshold with optimal discrimi-

native capacity, which was an independent predictor of

mortality. Based on four possible combinations of MPI

finding (normal vs abnormal) and CACS status (\ 216

vs C 216), the authors demonstrated that those with

MPI?/CACS? have the highest mortality rate (12.5%)

and those with MPI-/CACS- scans have the lowest
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mortality (1.6%), while patients with MPI-/CACS?

and MPI?/CACS- represented intermediate risk groups

with mortality rates of 10.7% and 4.8%, respectively.

Thus, CACS? cohort were at higher mortality risk

despite normal MPI. Additionally, CACS? status was

associated with increased revascularization rates

regardless of MPI findings. Clearly, the retrospective,

single-center design and relatively short follow-up need

to be accounted for when interpreting these results.

Despite the aforementioned limitations, the study adds

to the mounting evidence indicating enhanced prog-

nostic value with concomitant use of CACS and MPI.

Although adding CACS to MPI findings is

undoubtedly beneficial, devising a simple method to

integrate these variables can be challenging, given the

continuous and wide-spectrum nature of CACS data.

Sharma et al took a simplistic approach to resolve this

dilemma by deriving a critical CACS threshold, based

on which they dichotomized their patients into CACS?

and CACS- subgroups. Firstly, the identified CACS

threshold of C 216 cannot be generalized to other pop-

ulations, as it has not been externally validated.

Secondly, a simplistic threshold does not take into

account the graded correlation between CACS and

outcome. Similarly, a dichotomous classification of MPI

to normal vs abnormal does not capture the nuances of

MPI abnormalities. Nonetheless, the current study

reinforces the fact that adding CACS to MPI data pro-

vides complementary prognostic value that can guide

subsequent decision making.

Over the past two decades, there have been a

number of publications which described similar findings.

Chang et al investigated the incremental prognostic

value of CACS combined with MPI in an asymptomatic

population with risk factors.15 Expectedly, the highest

event rates occurred among subjects with both high

CACS and abnormal MPI. The authors suggested that

adding CACS data might refine the ‘‘warranty period’’

provided by a normal MPI.15 Additionally, in a cohort of

4,897 symptomatic patients undergoing CACS/SPECT,

Engbers et al demonstrated low rate of cardiovascular

events in patients with CACS of 0, regardless of MPI

finding. 13 Moreover, in a study of symptomatic patients

undergoing PET/CT, Schenker et al reported a wide

range of CACS in patients with normal PET-MPI,

confirming MPI’s limitation in detecting subclinical

atherosclerosis. Conversely, the wide distribution of

CACS in patients with abnormal PET suggested that

CACS cannot reliably serve as a screening tool for

obstructive CAD in symptomatic patients.16 As was

shown by Chang et al, Schenker et al demonstrated a

stepwise increase in the risk of cardiac events with

increasing CACS regardless of MPI findings. These data

indicate that a strategy of combining CACS findings

with MPI results, offers improved risk stratification over

conventional approaches.16

CACS data not only augments the prognostic value

of MPI, but often enhances the diagnostic acumen of the

test. For example, a CACS of zero may affirm low risk

of a ‘‘borderline’’ MPI result due to an artifact or dis-

crepant data between the stress electrocardiography and

MPI conclusions.17 On the other hand, very high

CACS C 1000 may raise suspicion of multivessel CAD

in symptomatic patients with an apparently normal MPI

due to ‘‘balanced ischemia’’. Importantly, elevated

CACS in patients with normal MPI would prompt an

earlier focus on aggressive risk factors modification and

initiation of statin and aspirin therapies. This was

demonstrated in the SCOT-HEART trial, where evi-

dence of anatomic disease on coronary CT angiography

prompted initiation of aggressive medical therapy which

translated into improved patients outcomes.7

Although it is clear that the roles of MPI and CACS

are complementary, combining these parameters in a

manner that can guide dichotomous decision-making is

rather challenging, given the wide spectrum of CACS

data and the complexity of MPI interpretation. Inte-

grating clinical and ancillary MPI findings, such as

transient ischemic dilation, ejection fraction, stress

variables, etc., only adds to this complexity. Indeed, it

may be impossible for the human brain to integrate such

a wide range of clinical and imaging variables. Here,

there is a distinct role for artificial intelligence tech-

nologies, particularly machine learning, which may

provide future solutions to this challenge. In a recent

multicenter study of 2,619 patients who underwent

SPECT-MPI and followed for 3 years, Betancur et al

demonstrated that a machine learning algorithm

encompassing 47 variables (22 imaging, 8 stress test, 17

clinical) provided a significant improvement in predic-

tive accuracy for major adverse cardiac events when

compared with expert readers, automated quantitative

analysis, and a machine learning algorithm relying on

imaging data alone.18 The study was the first to report

improved prognostic accuracy using machine learning

algorithms applied specifically to nuclear cardiac

imaging. The concept of incorporating clinical, stress,

and imaging parameters in complex machine learning

models, can be easily extended to include CACS to

further enhance risk prediction. Full integration of these

variables in imaging, reporting, risk prediction, and

decision-making will cement a lasting complementary

partnership between MPI and CACS.19,20
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